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1. General aspects

2. Mask checking (SOS, CS and NGOs)

3. Mask creation (PI)

4. GMOS wavelength mapping (PI, CS, NGO)



  

1. General aspects 

 Pre-image

 Object tables

  GMMPS

 ODF-2-MDF
 detector → mask plane

 ICTD

 MDF-2-LCI
 mask plane → laser cutter instructions

 Observing Tool
 RA / DEC / PA
 Filter / grism
 Nod & Shuffle

 gacq
 Acq. star positions

 Data reduction
 Slit positions

 Pseudo-image
  sky → detector

Questioned the entire production path: 

 GMOS, F2
 accuracy / repeatability of the
 grating mechanism;
 math. wavelength modeling



  

2. Mask checking -- Overview 

Full support for GMOS-S, GMOS-N (Hamamatsu) and F2

Backwards-compatible (may check masks created with old GMMPS)

No difference checking GMOS / F2 masks 

Many internal consistency checks 
(stable against tampering and “creative” users)

Removed many dead dependencies



  

2. Mask checking -- No more lost slits!  

Transparent mask:
accurately measured slit placement area

magnetic holders
(never caused lost slits)

Barcode sticker
causes vignetting 

2-3 arcsec 
safety margin 



  

2. Mask checking -- Allowed slit positions  

allowed!

Not allowed!
(cannot happen unless tampered with) 

GapSlit placement area



  

2. Mask checking -- No more bad acq stars!  

Previously: Acquisition stars could be placed anywhere!
Now: All acquisition stars always well placed!

GMMPS:
prohibits acquisition stars 
too close to the 
boundary, or inside a gap
warns if getting close 
(but still good!)
reports magnitude range

You must still check for 
saturation though!



  

2. Mask checking -- Nod & Shuffle masks  

No more band-shuffle files

Storage bands 
displayed for ALL
N&S modes

Simple visual check:
No slits in storage!

Previously:
Each science band must 
have the same height 
Two storage regions must be 
adjacent to each science 
band
Storage area between 
science bands at least as 
high as science bands
All slits in a microshuffle 
mask must have same 
length



  

2. Mask checking -- Check summaries (1)  

ODF window shows diagnostic information and phase II setup



  

2. Mask checking -- Check summaries (2)  

GMMPS creates a summary file when loading an ODF:

Acqu. stars

OT setup

Notes for SOS
(mask images)



  

3. Mask creation -- Extensive documentation

Integrated help buttons:

Direct links to the full
documentation (included):

gmmps-1.4.4/html/index.html
http://gmmps-documentation.readthedocs.io/

 Step-by-step examples
 including practice data:

1)GMOS redshift survey
2)GMOS band-shuffle mask
3)F2 - stellar field



  

3. Mask creation -- New functionalities (1)

Proper motion check for acquisition stars (100/250 mas/yr)
Tilted slits in micro-shuffling mode
Spectra of acq stars may overlap
No more pesky band definition files
Display of OT setup including N&S parameters
Improved visualization of N&S masks

etc ...                      GMOS wavelength modeling



  

Mask with 135 0.5” slits on tilted grid
R150, R400, R831, B600, B1200, R831+2
~20nm steps in CWL from 380 - 950 nm
~17,224 arc spectra auto-calibrated and 
manually verified
Model: 60 parameters per grating
Accuracy: few pixels
Linux command-line tool (“gemwm”)



  



  

3. Mask creation -- New functionalities (2)

Full throughput curves -> Correct display of spectral footprints
Spectral packing (footprints accurately known)
Spectral packing in micro-shuffling mode (much higher slit density)
R831 2nd order support
Display of higher (lower) order overlap
CWL adjustment to minimize loss of spectral features
Position of spectra boxes propagated into ODF/MDF (gscut)
Overlay of (redshifted) wavelength grid



  

3. Mask creation -- New functionalities (3)

Detector gap wavelengths
Wavelength grid
2nd order overlap (not shown)
Optional, indiv. wavelengths
and atomic line series
CWL fine-tuning
Accurate to within a few pixels



  

4. GMOS WaveMapper (spin-off)

Supports GMOS-N/S longslit, IFU-R and IFU-2
Adjust CWL to preserve spectral features
Including individual wavelength overlay

GMMPS now is a quantitative 
tool that gives full control (and 
a much better idea) about the 
future data.
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